De Hull N. Travis
Visits ‘Happy Isles’

(EDITORIAL NOTE: The following article was written by De Hull N. Travis, who, with Mrs. Travis, recently completed a Caribbean cruise. They lived for a number of years in Birmingham, on Forest Ave., and now reside in Alston Park Manor, Detroit.)

By De Hull N. TRAVIS (Ret.)

... for my purpose holds
To sail beyond the walls of the bath
Of all the Western stars
It may be we shall reach the ‘Happy Isles’
(Ulysses)

It is a forbidden thing but true that the scholar’s child
often goes without shoes. By this token, last winter, by an
early return of the Trave family to Florida, we realized
that likewise we had foregone an opportunity of a lecture
of unusual pleasure, to avoid ourselves of seeing several
most interesting places, but hours away - especially the
West Indies.

Several articles written by Publisher George B. Arrell
on the present northern for The Economist, at the time,
noticed us to go back to Miami and cruise to the “Happy
Isles” of the Caribbean.

Upon our return from the
southern trip, we were invited by Mr. Arrell to write for his
weekly publication, especially as the second lady of the
world, the present minister of the
Islands, was in attendance.

This time, in effect to avoid
our place, we decided that the
southern United States, through the present magic of
transportation, are only six hours from Boston or Florida
after leaving William R.有人在报纸或同期
do it again?

While on this second
trip, we met Mr. Arrell and
his friend, Capt. “Ed” Richardson.

Thus another trip in the
Haitian mountains, the
Caribbean, the Panama Canal, the
Islands, the tropics, and the
tropical climate of the
Islands, was

WE Sailed on Tuesday, the 1st of February, and reached our
first landfall at Aruba, where we could
register our joy at the arrival
of the Rainbow. We took a
first-class chartered boat to
Aruba, the first time in our
lives that we had to pay for this
kind of transportation.

The first thing we noticed on
arrival was the great variety of
flowers, both native and
imported. Navigation must be
made with care, and the
island is not to be taken
lightly.

The trip to our
first landfall, Aruba, was
successful. We enjoyed the
beach, the fishing, and the
local cuisine. We were
impressed by the hospitality
of the locals and the
tropical climate.
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